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Consuming less is important, but it's
not enough. A cultural shift must take
place, and design is likely to play a key
role in transforming the way we think
about plastics.

https://www.lifegate.com/people/lifestyle/plastics-reuse-recycling-design
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Using smarter plastics, making them last longer
and designing for the future, also in aesthetic terms,
with end-of-life in mind. These could be the main
precepts de ning the role that the world of design
can shape for itself in the coming years, forming
the basis of an attempt to bring about the cultural
change needed to limit the social and
environmental impacts of irresponsible plastic
(http://www.lifegate.com/tag/plastic)
consumption.
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How design can tackle the plastics
crisis
Of course, design alone can’t solve the problem,
given the immense consequences of myopic
industrial decision-making
(https://www.lifegate.com/people/news/runningnumbers-chris-jordan) and inadequate recovery
and recycling policies
(https://www.lifegate.com/people/news/plasticparticles-water-orb-study). Of the 90 billion
tonnes (https://read.oecdilibrary.org/environment/global-materialresources-outlook-to-2060_9789264307452-en)
of raw materials (minerals, fossil fuels, metals and
biomass) consumed worldwide each year, only 9
per cent is reused, and in Europe less than a tenth
of the 50 million tonnes of plastic produced each
year is introduced into a circular economy
(https://www.lifegate.com/people/news/circulareconomy-cycle-back-nature-roots) model.
Yet design can achieve a lot in terms of improving
https://www.lifegate.com/people/lifestyle/plastics-reuse-recycling-design
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quality by spearheading innovative projects that
privilege eco-conscious materials, question their
environmental value and encourage adopting new
attitudes towards daily consumption.

Suggesting new behaviours
The ability to bring about new behavioural trends
has always been central to the discipline of design,
often beginning with the use of new materials, like
plastics were in the 1960s. In 1964, when Marco
Zanuso
(https://www.cassina.com/en/designer/marcozanuso) and Richard Sapper
(https://richardsapperdesign.com/) designed the
rst ever children’s chair made entirely out
of polyethylene – the most common type of plastic
– for Italian furniture brand Kartell
(http://www.kartell.com/), the material still needed
to build its credibility and reputation. An intelligent
and sturdy design based on a single material
resulted in an item so well-built that it remained in
the company’s catalogue for over twenty years
(going out of production only following a change in
children’s physical dimensions): the chair has been
passed down for generations and is still found in
people’s homes today, fty years on.
Design’s response to the environmental
catastrophe caused by plastics
(https://www.lifegate.com/people/news/chrisjordan-interview) is still focused on the realm of
behaviour, although today it aims rst and foremost
to give these materials some social dignity back, so
that we may become more conscientious of our
choices. This is part of a wider phenomenon that
doesn’t only involve plastics Daphne Stylianou

https://www.lifegate.com/people/lifestyle/plastics-reuse-recycling-design
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doesn t only involve plastics. Daphne Stylianou,

design researcher and past associate at Material
Driven (https://www.materialdriven.com/), British
platform where designers and startups
(https://www.lifegate.com/businesses/news/siliconvalley-startups-trying-to-save-the-world) can
showcase their innovations in this eld, has coined
the term “anthropology of materials
(https://www.materialdriven.com/home/2017/2/24/ananthropology-of-materials)” to describe the evergrowing attention that the design community is
paying to their social role. This relates to
their ability to in uence people’s behaviours
by promoting a higher degree of care and respect,
as opposed to the lack of dignity we usually ascribe
to everyday objects.

A sample from the Smile Plastics collection by Studio Smile
designers Adam Fairweather and Rosalie McMillan. The
studio offers a small selection of lifestyle products made
from recycled plastics © Smile Plastics

Conferring value to circular plastics
Across Europe, a growing number of
innovative projects concerning materials
design are nding new and sustainable
https://www.lifegate.com/people/lifestyle/plastics-reuse-recycling-design
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possibilities for plastics
(https://www.lifegate.com/people/lifestyle/stellamccartney-x-parley-for-the-oceans), with the goal
of transforming volumes of discarded waste into
aesthetic materials, and integrating bioplastics
(https://www.lifegate.com/people/news/biodegradablenets-tackling-ghost- shing) into design strategies
for the production of long-lasting products. On both
these fronts, the driving motive is the production of
beauty supported by the belief that design
materials can become ambassadors of the value of
conscientious product choices.
Young designers are the ones driving this kind of
experimentation, often independently, and by
joining forces with engineers and companies,
they’re producing materials using semi-industrial
techniques. Many are derived from the processing
of mixed waste that hasn’t been recovered through
industrial or public recycling systems, bought
locally and reworked, virtually by hand, to be sold
online – sustaining a new upcycling
(https://www.lifegate.com/people/lifestyle/freitagbrothers-interview) alphabet through which
recycled materials are transformed into highervalue objects.

https://www.lifegate.com/people/lifestyle/plastics-reuse-recycling-design
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(/media-page/11_ecobirdy-childrens-furnituredesign-detail_plastic_dezeen_2364_col_0-2)
Ecothylene is produced by ecoBirdy, founded by Vanessa
Yuan and Joris Vanbriel. It’s more than just a technique for
the selection, cleaning and recycling of plastic waste: the
process on which it’s based separates old plastic toys by
colour, thus leading to a higher aesthetic potential for
upcycled products. The separation process takes place in a
laboratory that employs disabled and disadvantaged people,
underlining the founders’ intention to generate social bene ts
© ecoBirdy

Ecothylene by ecoBirdy
The most recent and probably most interesting of
these ventures is ecothylene, a recycled plastic
developed by a group of designers and chemists in
Belgium. Its production begins with a process of
waste separation based on colours (red, green,
yellow, blue
(https://www.ecobirdy.com/product/chair-charlieblue/?mc_cid=d30efd538d&mc_eid=%5BUNIQID),
white and clear), which allows for a high degree of
control with regards to the resulting products’
aesthetics. The new material, presented in 2018 by
ecoBirdy (https://www.ecobirdy.com/), the
Antwerp-based company behind its development,
has (for now) been used to create furniture for
children: tables, chairs and containers, all pleasantly
coloured and with an opalescent nish.
These products are beautiful regardless of the fact
that they’re eco-friendly, and they have an important
story to tell. The raw materials come from used
plastic toys, which, instead of becoming waste, are
recovered through an awareness campaign
https://www.lifegate.com/people/lifestyle/plastics-reuse-recycling-design
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conducted in schools aimed at informing children
on the issue of plastic waste
(https://www.lifegate.com/people/news/childrensclean-ocean-summit-vienna-united-nations) and
possible solutions. Subsequently, containers are
provided to schools, and children and their parents
are asked to collect used or broken toys that would
otherwise be thrown away. The project, which uses
waste from across Europe, is co- nanced by the
EU’s Competitiveness of Small and Medium-Sized
Enterprises (COSME
(https://ec.europa.eu/growth/smes/cosme_en))
programme.
The ecothylene project is part of a wide range of
schemes that attempt to enhance the value of
waste products
(https://mailchi.mp/ecobirdy/tedx_bauhausdessau_voguespain?
e=fa394dc84a) that wouldn’t otherwise enter
waste reduction programmes, giving them a new
life.

(https://www.lifegate.it/mediapage/nuatan_glasses_cp-design-2)
CP! Eyewear and Crafting Plastics! studio’s collections are
made from Nuatan, a new generation biodegradable plastic
based on 100% renewable raw materials © Crafting Plastics!
https://www.lifegate.com/people/lifestyle/plastics-reuse-recycling-design
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Bioplastics, a possible future
Supporting upcycling is one of the possibilities for
giving plastic a second life, but it’s not the only way
to address its impacts. Integrating bioplastics into
design projects is equally, if not in some ways more
important.

Eco-conscious plastic
In the over sixty years since their arrival on the
productive scene, plastic materials have changed
enormously. We often refer to them in the singular
– plastic – when in reality this scenario is populated
by many different formulas that vary in terms of
their origin and performance, and that are in
constant evolution. In this shifting universe, “bio”
versions of traditional high-performance plastics,
i.e. derived from renewable rather than fossilbased sources, such as so-called Green
Polyethylene and bio-polyester (PET), are
proliferating. However, these are neither
biodegradable nor compostable.
The good news is that, while it may seem like an
oxymoron given the state of our oceans
(https://www.lifegate.com/people/news/moreplastic-than- sh-in-oceans-by-2050), today even
plastics can be eco-conscious. In recent years,
biodegradable and compostable types have been
developed and perfected, reaching levels of
performance that make them suitable even for
specialised uses. Amongst these some are still
fossil fuel-based, such as polybutylene succinate
(PBS): biodegradable and compostable, it’s derived
from bacterial fermentation and its properties allow
it to be employed for uses normally reserved for
https://www.lifegate.com/people/lifestyle/plastics-reuse-recycling-design
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non-biodegradable plastics. Finally, there are
biodegradable compounds that, instead of being
derived from corn or potatoes (which, if used in
massive quantities could cause imbalances in land
use), are based on carbon, like Italian-developed
polyhydroxyalkanoates (PHAs), created by Lux-on
(https://www.lux-on.com/index.php?lin=inglese)
by capturing atmospheric CO2.
Designing bioplastics for the production of
durable goods is the aim of companies such
as Crafting Plastics!
(https://www.craftingplastics.com/), a European
design studio based in Berlin, Germany and
Bratislava, Slovakia. Its team spent six years
developing Nuatan
(https://www.craftingplastics.com/nuatan), a
patented new-generation plastic that is based on
100 per cent renewable raw materials and is also
completely biodegradable, which the studio uses
to create high value-added products. The highperformance material is the result of a longterm
interdisciplinary collaboration between Crafting
Plastics!, the Slovak University of Technology
(https://www.stuba.sk/english.html?page_id=132)
and Panara, a Slovenian company initially
specialised in polyethylene lm. Since 2006, Panara
has been investing in bioplastics and produces
several types based on PHB (polyhydroxybutyrate, a
biodegradable plastic made naturally with bacteria),
PLA (polylactic acid, a polymer derived from
biomasses) or biodegradable and compostable
polyester.

https://www.lifegate.com/people/lifestyle/plastics-reuse-recycling-design
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(https://www.lifegate.it/media-page/plasticietterrazzo-like-material-design_dezeen)
Plasticiet is a plastic construction material that differs in
appearance depending on the waste that’s used to make it
(rigid or soft plastics) and is reminiscent of stone
composites, such as terrazzo and reconstituted marble. It’s
made and sold online by a studio of the same name, founded
by Marten van Middelkoop and Joost Dingemans, two Dutch
designers based in Rotterdam © Plasticiet

Composed entirely of plant-based biopolymers
made of PLA and PHB obtained from natural
sources like corn or potato starch, Nuatan can
resist to temperatures of over 100°C and has a
programmable lifespan ranging from one to fty
years, depending on the mixture. When put into an
industrial composter, the material biodegrades in
water, CO2 and biomass. The second generation
currently being developed will also biodegrade in
domestic composts, soil and ocean water. The new
material can be injection moulded and 3D printed,
or “blown” like traditional plastics. It was developed
and ne-tuned with the precise aim of accelerating
the transition to a circular economy, optimising the
lifecycle from the moment of production all the way
to the nal dismantling of various products,
including consumer electronics
(https://www.lifegate.com/people/news/howplanned-obsolescence-works).
https://www.lifegate.com/people/lifestyle/plastics-reuse-recycling-design
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What about recyclability? Important steps are also
being made in this eld: an Italian startup, Direct 3D
(https://www.direct3d.it/), has perfected and
patented a special extrusion head that allows for
3D printing from granules, powder or mixed
shavings, rather than just classic laments. This
paves the way for using recycled plastics even in
small-volume productions.
Also, on a larger scale, Dow Chemical, one of the
world’s principle plastic manufacturers, recently
announced that it has developed a way of using
recycled plastic in the production of alternative
asphalt (https://www.businessinsider.com/dowchemical-recycled-plastic-streets-2019-2?IR=T).
And in the Netherlands the Plastic Road
(https://www.plasticroad.eu/en/) project is
currently being tested on cycling lanes in
Rotterdam
(https://www.lifegate.com/people/news/rotterdamroads-recycled-plastic), with the aim of creating
roads that integrate cabling and water distribution
systems entirely from plastic waste recovered
from the oceans
(https://www.lifegate.com/businesses/news/timberlandplastic-recycling-shoes) and diverted from
incineration plants.
Hence, the challenge is open.
Featured image: Alessandro Mendini’s Ecopixel® chaise
longue designed for Wet, Italian company that has created a
material entirely made out of recycled waste. It was exhibited
at the Ro Plastic-Master’s Pieces exhibition, organised by
Galleria Rossana Orlandi
(https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=2307350969288226)
during the 2019 Milan Design Week and hosted by the
Leonardo da Vinci National Museum of Science and
Technology as part of the Guiltless Plastic project © Galleria
Rossana Orlandi
https://www.lifegate.com/people/lifestyle/plastics-reuse-recycling-design
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